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Abstract 1 

This paper presents a distributed monitoring approach to detect, visualize, quantify, and warn 2 

pipeline corrosion using a single-mode telecommunication-grade fiber optic cable. The fiber optic 3 

cable can be deployed on the external surface of a steel pipe and serves as a distributed sensor to 4 

measure the corrosion induced strain over the surface along the pipe based on optical frequency 5 

domain reflectometry, which can be used to identify pipeline corrosion. To validate this distributed 6 

pipeline corrosion monitoring approach, in laboratory, a steel pipe with deployed sensor was 7 

immersed in a sodium chloride solution (concentration: 3.5 wt.%) for accelerated corrosion test. 8 

The strain distributions were used to detect and map corrosion along the pipe. An analytical model 9 

was developed and presented to link the measured strains to the mass loss of pipe under corrosion. 10 

The effects of sensor package thickness, spatial resolution, and deployment pattern on assessment 11 

of corrosion were investigated systematically. A threshold-based warning method is proposed 12 

based on the unique monitored sensor data. This study is expected to greatly advance corrosion 13 

monitoring and effective management capabilities for safe operation of pipeline.  14 

Keywords: Corrosion; Distributed fiber optic sensors (DFOS); Optical frequency domain 15 

reflectometry (OFDR); Pipeline; Structural health monitoring (SHM); Visualization 16 

 17 



1. Introduction 18 

Pipeline is an important asset used to transport energy products such as oil and gas. According 19 

to the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA), the energy 20 

transportation network of the U.S. had over 2.8 million miles of pipeline by 2020 [1]. Usually 21 

buried unground, pipeline is subject to many threats, such as ground motion, excavation, and 22 

corrosion, which may cause pipeline leakage and catastrophic consequences concerning public 23 

safety. Long length of pipeline increases the probability of anomaly and increases the difficulty of 24 

detecting and locating damages on pipelines. Among various anomalies, corrosion is one of the 25 

most important causes of pipeline degradation, which continuously reduces pipe wall thickness 26 

and may significantly accelerate occurrence of leakage [2]. According to PHMSA, corrosion was 27 

responsible for about 25% of the incidents of natural gas pipeline in the last 30 years [3, 4]. 28 

According to the U.S. National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE), pipeline corrosion 29 

was responsible for a financial burden of about $7 billion every year [5]. 30 

Protective coatings and cathodic protection are effective preservation methods that can delay 31 

protection, but corrosion still occurs and causes incidents [6]. Many effects can damage protective 32 

coating and expose pipeline to corrosion, such as excavation, soil stress, water and corrosive 33 

contaminants, and high operating stress. Once corrosion is developed to a certain level, it is 34 

difficult to repair the pipe. Thus, early detection and mitigation of pipeline corrosion are of great 35 

importance in practice for pipeline maintenance.  36 

Traditional pipeline inspection methods include direct assessment [7], hydrostatic pressure 37 

test [8], and nondestructive evaluation (NDE) using In-line inspection (ILI). Direct assessment is 38 

a preventative inspection method that may identify anomalies before they cause any costly issue, 39 

but it involves four steps as pre-assessment, indirect inspections, direct examinations, and post 40 



assessment, which are time consuming and labor intensive [9]. Hydrostatic pressure test is a 41 

destructive method, which is costly and difficult to conduct. In-line inspection (ILI) using pipeline 42 

inspection robots, namely smart “pigs”, has attracted interests [10]. A smart pig may incorporate 43 

various nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques, such as magnetic fields [11], eddy current 44 

[12], ultrasonic [13] and acoustics emission [14]. As the smart pig travels in and along a pipeline, 45 

multiple types of anomaly can be detected. However, limitations of ILI were identified in practices 46 

including that (1) ILI cannot provide real-time monitoring data because it is only performed 47 

periodically; (2) ILI interrupts the operation of pipeline, which compromises resiliency and may 48 

increase operation cost [9]; And (3) many pipelines are unpiggable for different reasons, such as 49 

the variation of pipe diameter, acute bend, insufficient operating pressure, and so on [15]. 50 

Therefore, other effective methods that can provide real-time monitoring using onsite sensors and 51 

do not interrupt pipeline operation are desired.  52 

In the literature, various sensing technologies have been proposed for monitoring corrosion in 53 

and on pipelines. A family of popular methods are based on electrochemical measurement, such 54 

as assessment of potentiodynamic polarization [16-18], linear polarization resistance [19-21], 55 

electrochemical impedance [17, 22], and electrical resistance [23, 24]. These sensors can be 56 

deployed at different cross sections of pipeline for real-time or near real-time measurements. The 57 

traditional methods based on electrochemical measurement might identify the likelihood of 58 

corrosion but can hardly locate and quantify corrosion in real-life applications. Alternatively, 59 

temperature and strain sensors have been developed to relate these detected parameters to pipeline 60 

corrosion such thermocouples and vibrating wire temperature sensors [26, 27] and electrical 61 

resistance strain gauges and vibrating wire strain sensors [27, 28]. Since these sensors are usually 62 

point sensors, each of these sensors monitors a local spot of pipeline, and many sensors are needed 63 



to monitor different sections along pipeline for an effective monitoring system. In addition, sensor 64 

installation and operation are difficult and costly because many sensors and wires are installed, 65 

operated, and maintained over a long time. Besides, the measurement from electrical sensors could 66 

be subjected to electromagnetic interference and can be affected by many other variables, such as 67 

environmental variables (e.g., temperature, relative humidity) and pipeline parameters (e.g., 68 

coating material and thickness) [25]. 69 

In the meanwhile, fiber optic sensors are attracting increasing interests in pipeline industry 70 

[29]. Compared with traditional sensors, fiber optic sensors have advantages such as immunity to 71 

electromagnetic interference (EMI), high accuracy, small size, and desired physical and chemical 72 

stability [30-33]. Fiber optic sensors can be categorized into point and distributed sensors. Example 73 

point sensors include fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors [34] and interferometer sensors [35]. In a 74 

FBG sensor, Bragg gratings are inscribed using lasers through a sophisticated process, to make the 75 

optical fiber sensitive to measurands (e.g., temperature and strain) [31]. In an interferometer sensor, 76 

a cavity is fabricated in the optical fiber. Point sensors need to be carefully packaged to protect 77 

gratings or cavity. Similar as the point strain or temperature sensors, each point fiber optic sensor 78 

only monitors a local spot [36]. Although it is possible to connect multiple sensors in series to 79 

form a “quasi-distributed” sensor for measurements at multiple discrete spots [37], the cost 80 

associated with sensor preparation and operation can be increased.  81 

Alternatively, fully distributed fiber optic sensors can be a good candidate for pipeline 82 

corrosion monitoring. Compared with point sensors, a distributed sensor utilizes a single fiber 83 

optic cable as the transmission line and a sensor with thousands of sensing points without 84 

sophisticated treatment. Distributed sensors have been proposed to assess different anomalies, such 85 

as leakage, corrosion, and so on [38-48]. For example, distributed temperature and strain sensors 86 



were deployed along pipes to measure temperature and strain distributions [38], which were then 87 

used to assess pipeline condition. Corrosion of pipeline could induce a dimension change, which 88 

could be measured by fiber optic sensors and used to assess pipeline corrosion [39-41]. Other 89 

methods for assessment of pipeline corrosion may involve measurement of chemicals or magnetic 90 

effects associated with corrosion [42-48]. A detailed literature review of sensors for monitoring 91 

pipeline corrosion is provided in reference [2], covering both traditional corrosion sensors and 92 

fiber optic sensors. A distributed fiber optic sensor can provide continuous measurement along a 93 

pipeline over a long distance (more than 100 km) [49-51].  94 

In the previous research on distributed fiber optic corrosion sensors, the emphasis was mainly 95 

placed on feasibility of using distributed sensors to detect corrosion. Although the results showed 96 

a good promise, some challenges concerning real-life applications have been identified as below: 97 

(1) It is a challenge for pipeline engineers and stakeholders to understand and accurately interpret 98 

the unique sensor data measured from the distributed sensors in practices. Skilled sensor experts 99 

are needed to process and explain the sensor data, thus, increasing the operation cost of distributed 100 

sensors. (2) It is unclear how the corrosion condition of pipeline can be quantitatively evaluated 101 

using the data measured from the distributed sensors. In general, the distributed sensor data are 102 

associated with the severity of corrosion. However, there is lack of effective tools to quantify the 103 

relationship and generate warning for pipeline condition. (3) It is unknown how corrosion 104 

assessment using distributed sensors is affected by key parameters of the fiber optic cable, sensing 105 

parameters, and sensor deployment methods. These challenges hinder the potential of a wider 106 

application of distributed sensors for enhancing the capability of pipeline monitoring and 107 

improving the safety.  108 

This paper presents a distributed fiber optic sensing method to detect, locate, visualize, and 109 



quantify corrosion of steel pipeline, and provide warning based on measurements from the 110 

distributed fiber optic sensors. Specifically, this paper has three main contributions including (1) 111 

the development of a distributed sensing method to detect, locate, and visualize corrosion of 112 

pipeline; (2) the development of a novel method to quantify corrosion and provide warning; and 113 

(3) investigation of the effects of important influencing factors on the assessment of pipeline 114 

corrosion. To validate the developed distributed fiber optic sensing system, steel pipes were 115 

prepared and instrumented with distributed sensors, and immersed in a sodium chloride solution 116 

(concentration: 3.5 wt.%) for accelerated corrosion tests. During the laboratory tests, strain 117 

distributions were measured from the distributed sensors based on optical frequency domain 118 

reflectometry (OFDR) [52], and mass loss of pipes was evaluated using a high-precision 119 

microbalance. An analytical model was developed and presented to correlate the measured strains 120 

with mass loss of pipes due to corrosion. The effects of fiber type, spatial resolution, and 121 

deployment pattern on corrosion assessment were also investigated. A threshold-based warning 122 

method was developed based on corrosion assessment data for real-time pipeline corrosion status 123 

alarm.  124 

The remainder of the paper is then organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the sensing 125 

principle and calibration of distributed sensors. Section 3 introduces the experimental program. 126 

Section 4 presents and analyzes the tests results. Section 5 summarizes the findings from this study.  127 

2. Sensing Principle 128 

2.1. Fiber optic cables 129 

Three types of single-mode fiber optic cables were investigated, including a bare fiber and 130 

two coated fibers, as depicted in Figs. 1 (a-c). The bare fiber as shown in Fig. 1 (a) had a glass 131 

core (diameter: 9 µm), a glass cladding (diameter: 125 µm), an inner coating (diameter: 190 µm), 132 



an outer coating (diameter: 242 µm). Light waves propagate along the glass optical fiber through 133 

total internal reflection at the core-cladding interface. The inner coating is a soft acrylic layer which 134 

protects the glass fiber from mechanical impact, and the outer coating is a stiff acrylic layer which 135 

protects the glass from abrasion and environmental exposure. To further enhance the mechanical 136 

strength and facilitates operation of the fiber in practice, two coated fibers are packaged with tight 137 

buffers as shown in Figs. 1 (b, c) as a measured diameter of 650 µm and 900 µm, respectively. 138 

 
 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 1. Cross sections of fiber optic cables: (a) 242-µm-diameter bare fiber; (b) 650-µm-diameter 139 

coated fiber; and (c) 900-µm-diameter coated fiber.  140 

2.2. Optical frequency domain reflectometry 141 

Rayleigh scattering in an optical fiber describes an elastic scattering of transmitted light inside 142 

the glass core due to its irregular microstructure [53]. The irregularity can be generated during 143 

fiber fabrication, and the size of irregularity is comparable with the wavelength of the light wave. 144 

An example of irregular microstructure is the variation of the composition of glass, which results 145 

in variations in the refractive index and the density of the fiber core. The optical frequency domain 146 

reflectometry (OFDR) is used to measure strain and temperature based on Rayleigh scattering at 147 

two different states including the reference state and the perturbed state. In each state, a light wave 148 

is beamed into the optical fiber, generating Rayleigh scattering. The backscattered signal is 149 

measured from the optical fiber along fiber length. At each point of the fiber, the amplitude of the 150 

backscattered signal is plotted against the wavelength of the light. The amplitude versus 151 



wavelength data is converted into intensity versus frequency via Fast Fourier Transform. A cross-152 

correlation operation is performed for the reference and the perturbed states, and a frequency shift 153 

can be identified for each spot along the optical fiber. The distance is determined by the travelling 154 

time of the backscattered light wave. In this study, a data acquisition system (model: Luna ODiSi 155 

6) was used to perform the measurements. The manufacturer-specified measurement accuracy is 156 

1 µε for strain and 0.1 ºC for temperature [54]. More details about the principle of OFDR and 157 

applications can be found in references [55-57]. The frequency shift is associated with strain and 158 

temperature changes, as described in: 159 

∆𝜆

𝜆
=
∆𝜈

𝜈
= 𝐾𝑇𝑇 + 𝐾𝜀𝜀 

(1) 

where λ and υ are the mean optical wavelength and frequency; and KT and Kε are the temperature 160 

and strain calibration constants, which were calibrated as -0.15 GHz/µε and -1.46 GHz/°C [58], 161 

respectively. At a constant temperature, the spectral shift can be converted into strain along the 162 

optical fiber with a calibrated strain sensitivity coefficient. In the case that the temperature may 163 

vary, a temperature compensation optic cable will be needed to perform temperature compensation 164 

to ensure the accurate measurements of strains.  165 

3. Experimental Program 166 

3.1. Materials and specimen preparation 167 

Fig. 2 shows the dimensions of the investigated pipes that were made using normal low-carbon 168 

steel and stainless steel, respectively. The materials of the investigates pipes are commonly used 169 

in pipelines for transmission of air, natural gas, oil, steam, and water following standards ASTM 170 

A733 [59] and ASTM A269 [60]. The outer diameter of pipes was 25.4 mm. The wall thickness 171 

was 3 mm. Each pipe measured 300 mm in length.  172 



  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Depiction of the pipe specimens: (a) low-carbon steel pipe; and (b) stainless steel pipe. 173 

A fiber optic cable was installed on the pipe after cleaning the rust on pipe surface in three 174 

steps. First, the fiber optic cable was attached to a pipe at discrete spots using tape which held the 175 

fiber in place. Second, the fiber optic cable was fixed on the pipe at discrete points using a fast-176 

curing super glue. Third, the tape at discrete spots on the pipe was removed, and a two-part epoxy 177 

was applied along the length of fiber optic cable to ensure a reliable attachment of fiber and 178 

effective strain transfer between fiber and pipe. The epoxy only covered the fiber optic cable and 179 

the cable line on the pipe. Any epoxy that flowed away from the fiber optic cable was cleaned to 180 

avoid potential effect on pipe corrosion. Fig. 3 shows the deployment pattern of fiber optic cables. 181 

The fiber optic cable was installed on the pipe following a spiral pattern. Different spacings 182 

between adjacent rounds of spiral were investigated in this study to optimize the scheme of 183 

deployment.  184 

 185 

Fig. 3. Illustration of the installation of the distributed fiber optic sensors on a pipe specimen. 186 

3.2. Investigated cases 187 

A total of 14 different cases were investigated, as listed in Table 1. The pipe specimens were 188 



grouped into four categories, designated as P0 to P3. P0 was the control specimen made using 189 

stainless steel. P1 Group includes three specimens which were designed for low-carbon steel pipes 190 

used to investigate the effects of three different coating thicknesses of fiber optic cable (242 µm, 191 

650 µm, and 900 µm). P2 Group includes one specimen that was designed to investigate the effect 192 

of five different measurement spatial resolutions of distributed sensor (0.65 mm, 1.3 mm, 2.6 mm, 193 

10.4 mm, and 20.8 mm). P3 Group has five specimens to investigate five different deployment 194 

spacings (10 mm, 20 mm, 40 mm, 60 mm, and 80 mm).  195 

Table 1. Investigated cases 196 

Cases Pipe group Coating thickness (µm) Spatial resolution (mm) Spacing (mm) 

1 P0 900 0.65 20 

2 

P1 

242 0.65 20 

3 650 0.65 20 

4 900 0.65 20 

5 

P2 

900 0.65 20 

6 900 1.30 20 

7 900 2.60 20 

8 900 10.4 20 

9 900 20.8 20 

10 

P3 

242 0.65 10 

11 242 0.65 20 

12 242 0.65 40 

13 242 0.65 60 

14 242 0.65 80 

 197 

3.3. Experimental set-up 198 

When the adhesive was hardened after 24 hours (h), the pipes were put in a plastic container 199 

and immersed in a sodium chloride solution (concentration: 3.5% by mass) for corrosion tests at 200 

room temperature (25 ºC ± 2 ºC). Fig. 4 (a) shows the experimental set-up. The fiber optic cable 201 

was connected to the distributed sensing system for data acquisition as shown in Fig. 4 (c). 202 

Rayleigh scattering signals were measured and converted into strain distributions along the 203 

distributed sensor. Each of the measurements took about 20 seconds to 40 seconds. A distributed 204 



temperature sensor was deployed on the pipe for temperature compensation, which could eliminate 205 

the effect of temperature variation on the measurement of strain distributions. The pipes were 206 

supported by plastic blocks at the two ends to expose the bottom of the pipes to the sodium chloride 207 

solution as shown in Fig. 2 (b) as an example.  208 

 
(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Fig. 4. Corrosion test of steel pipes: (a) test set-up; (b) specimens; and (c) illustration of a pipe 209 

instrumented with distributed sensors.  210 

4. Experimental Results 211 

4.1. Visual inspection 212 

Fig. 5 shows an example of representative visual inspection results from one specimen in each 213 

testing group. No rust was observed on the control pipe (P0) made of stainless steel. Corrosion 214 

products were generated on the external surfaces of pipes in groups P1 to P3. As the immersion 215 

time increases, the thickness of rust was increased. Most rust was attached to the exterior surface 216 

of the pipes, and only a small volume of rust was transported off the pipes. Since the corrosion 217 



products are expansive and have low density compared with steel, the diameter of the corroded 218 

pipe was increased.  219 

 220 

Fig. 5. Photo of four pipes immersed in the sodium chloride solution for different lengths of time.  221 

4.2. Strain distributions 222 

The increase of the pipe diameter caused strain changes in the distributed sensors on the pipes. 223 

Figs. 6 (a-j) show the corrosion-induced strain distributions measured from the distributed sensors 224 

at different immersion durations of 30h, 60h, 114h, 134h, 184h, 208h, 280h, 472h, 640h, 912h, 225 

and 1080h. The Y-axis represents tensile strain, and the X-axis represents the distance along the 226 

distributed sensor, with the zero distance at the connector of the data acquisition system. In each 227 

figure, the length range of the distributed sensor is selected to show the strain distributions within 228 

the length of fiber optic cable wrapped on the pipes. As shown in Fig. 6(a), for the control specimen, 229 

no obvious strain change was measured. Figs. 6(b) to 6(d) show the strain distributions measured 230 

from the distributed sensor deployed on the three P1 specimens using three types of fiber optic 231 

cable. For each specimen, obvious strain changes along the pipe were observed. Similarly, Fig. 232 

6(e) shows the strain distributions measured from the distributed sensor deployed on a P2 specimen, 233 

and Figs. 6(f) to 6(j) show the strain distributions measured from the distributed sensor deployed 234 

on five P3 specimens. Nonuniform strain distributions along the pipes are observed because 235 

P0 P3 P1 P2 



corrosion is uneven along the pipes. The uneven corrosion can be attributed to the different 236 

material defects and surface conditions along a pipe. 237 
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(g) (h) 

  
(i) (j) 

Fig. 6. Strain distributions measured from the distributed sensors along the pipe specimens: (a) P0; 238 

(b) P1-242 µm; (c) P1-650 µm; (d) P1-900 µm; (e) P2; (f) P3-10 mm; (g) P3-20 mm; (h) P3-40 239 

mm; (i) P3-60 mm; (j) P3-80 mm. 240 

4.3. Visualization 241 

The expansion induced by corrosion of pipe was detected by the change of strains sensed by 242 

the distributed sensor. With the location of the distributed sensor installed on a pipe, the distance 243 

along the distributed sensor can be correlated with the position in the surface of the pipe. With the 244 

correlation, the strain distributions measured from the distributed sensor can be replotted through 245 

a coordinate transform, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The position of the distributed sensor attached to 246 

the surface of the pipe in the helix pattern is described in a polar coordinate system, which can be 247 
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transformed into coordinated in a Cartesian coordinate system. Basically, the circular surface of 248 

the pipe is cut along the length, and the circumference is unfolded to a plane. The circumference 249 

of the pipe becomes the width of the plane, and the length of the pipe remains the length of the 250 

plane. Then, the strain distributions measured from the distributed sensor is plotted in the plane to 251 

show a two-dimensional contour of the strain, which can be used for visualization of corrosion 252 

condition in real time. The data between adjacent paths of fiber optic cable were obtained through 253 

linear interpolation. The different paths of the distributed sensor show the variation of strains.  254 

 255 

Fig. 7. Method of mapping strain distribution on a pipe for visualization of pipe condition. 256 

Accordingly, Fig. 8 shows the mapping of corrosion of pipe specimens P1 to P3 with different 257 

immersion time duration of 30h, 472h, 912h, and 1080h. The areas of pipes subjected to high 258 

strains are shown in red color, indicating that the areas are under more severe corrosion. When 259 

specimens in P1 Group was monitored using fiber optic cables with different package thicknesses 260 

(outer diameter: 242 µm, 650 µm, and 900 µm), the results from different fiber optic cables show 261 

similar trends over time until 1080 h, which means that the coating thickness of fiber optic cable 262 



has little effect on the capability of measurement. However, for different deployment spacing, 263 

significant detection difference is noticed for various corrosion severity levels, which requires 264 

further investigation. For different space resolution, Fig. 8 cannot show clear the trends of the 265 

space resolution changes, requiring additional analysis. 266 

 267 

Fig. 8. Mapping of corrosion condition of specimens P1 to P3 at different times up to 1080 h. 268 

To further investigate the influence of deployment spacing, Fig. 9(a) plots the monitored 269 

corrosion condition using different deployment spacing for 280h. It can be seen that as the spacing 270 

increased from 10 mm to 80 mm, the visualization results were highly changed, indicating that 271 

visualization was sensitive to the deployment spacing. The changes can be attributed to the uneven 272 

corrosion of the pipe. Coarse deployment of fiber optic cable may miss corrosion information. 273 

For the effect of spatial resolution of strain distribution, Fig. 9(b) shows the monitored 274 

corrosion condition using different spatial resolutions for 280h. As the spatial resolution changed 275 



from 0.65 mm to 2.6 mm, there was no obvious difference in the images. As the spatial resolution 276 

further changed from 2.6 mm to 10.4 mm, obvious difference in the images could be observed; as 277 

the spatial resolution changed from 10.4 mm to 20.8 mm, the corrosion distribution could not be 278 

reasonably assessed, indicating that the spatial resolution had a significantly effect on visualization 279 

of corrosion.  280 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 9. Corrosion condition of: (a) the P3 specimens at 280 h; and (b) the P2 specimens at 280 h. 281 

4.4. Quantification 282 

4.4.1. Mass loss evaluation 283 

Mass loss evaluation is a common method used to evaluate corrosion of pipelines, as described 284 

in references [61, 62]. A reference sample of a pipe under consideration is prepared and placed 285 

near the pipe under corrosion. The mass loss of reference sample is measured to evaluate the mass 286 

loss of the pipe, assuming that the sample is subjected to the same corrosion rate as the pipe.  287 

This study used short pipes as reference samples for mass loss evaluation, as shown in Fig. 288 

10(a). The reference pipes measured 60 mm in length, and their two ends were sealed using plastic 289 

corks to prevent ingress of sodium chloride. Before the corrosion test, the reference pipes were 290 



cleaned, and the initial mass was measured using a high-precision microbalance (model: Mettler-291 

Toledo Balance ME204E, USA), as shown in Fig. 10(b). The readability of the high-precision 292 

microbalance was 0.1 mg. Then, the reference pipes were immersed in the same sodium chloride 293 

solution as the test pipes with distributed sensors. Every 12 hours, one reference pipe was taken 294 

out of the solution to evaluate the mass loss, so the corrosion condition of pipes was assessed over 295 

time. Before mass measurement, the reference pipe was immersed in a vinegar acid (concentration: 296 

45% by mass) for 6 h to remove corrosion products from the surface [63], as shown in Fig. 10(c). 297 

Then, the reference pipe was rinsed under running water. Next, it was placed in an oven at 70 °C 298 

for 15 min to get dried. After the reference pipe was cooled in air to room temperature, its mass 299 

was measured again using the balance. The mass of the reference sample was compared with its 300 

initial mass, and the mass difference is the mass loss (Δm) due to corrosion. 301 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 10. Evaluation of mass loss: (a) reference pipe; (b) high-precision microbalance; and (c) 302 

reference pipe in a vinegar acid solution for removing surface rust. 303 

4.4.2. Pipe corrosion model 304 

Fig. 11 depicts a meso-scale model of steel pipe under corrosion. The pipe is instrumented 305 

with a fiber optic cable that is spirally winded on the surface. Due to symmetry, only a half of the 306 



cross section of pipe is shown. Since the fiber optic cable is winded on the surface of the pipe, the 307 

cut section of the cable has an ellipse shape in an arbitrary section perpendicular to the pipe length. 308 

The uncorroded section of the pipe is shown in orange color; the corrosion products (rust) that 309 

grow on the surface of the steel is shown in red color; the buffer of the fiber optic cable is shown 310 

in green color; and the fiber core is shown in white color. The rust is porous and has a larger 311 

volume than the steel, thus exerting pressure to the fiber optic cable. The pressure causes expansion 312 

of the fiber optic cable, and thus results in tensile strains in the fiber optic cable. Therefore, the 313 

strain change in the fiber optic cable reflects the corrosion process of the pipe. 314 

 315 

Fig. 11. Meso-scale corrosion model of a steel pipe with a fiber optic cable on the surface.  316 

To derive formulae for evaluating mass loss due to corrosion using the distributed fiber 317 

sensors, the following assumptions are adopted including:  318 

(1) The diameter of fiber optic cable does not affect the strain measurement because the 319 

diameter of the fiber optic cable is approximately 3.5% the diameter of the pipe. In real practices, 320 

the diameter of pipe is even larger, so the relative size of the fiber optic cable is small.  321 

(2) All pipe corrosion products remain on the pipe surface. When pipes are embedded in soil 322 

or exposed to air, most corrosion products will stay on the pipe surface. Only a small amount of 323 

rust was transported to the solution, as shown in Fig. 5.  324 

(3) The cross section of the pipe is circular throughout the corrosion process.  325 



As shown in Fig. 11, the outer diameter of the pipe is D0 (D0 = 25.4 mm) before corrosion and 326 

Dn after corrosion, the diameter including the rust layer is Dc, and the diameter including the rust 327 

layer and a half thickness of fiber optic cable is Df. Thus, the mass loss of the pipe (Δm) due to 328 

corrosion can be expressed as: 329 

∆𝑚 =
1

4
𝜋(𝐷0

2 − 𝐷𝑛
2)𝜌𝐿 (4) 

in which, L (L = 600 mm in this study) is he pipe length subjected to corrosion, ρ (ρ = 7850 kg/m3 330 

in this study) is the density of pipe material, k is the volume expansion coefficient of the rust. 331 

The diameter of the pipe after corrosion can be expressed as: 332 

𝐷𝑛 = √(𝐷0
2 −

4∆𝑚

𝜋𝜌𝐿
) 

(5) 

According to the definition of strain, the tension strain along the fiber optic cable in the 333 

monitored pipe length (ε) can be expressed as: 334 

𝜀 =
𝜋(𝐷𝑐 − 𝐷0)

𝜋𝐷0
=
𝐷𝑐 − 𝐷0
𝐷0

 
(6) 

The volume of rust (Vr) and the volume of corroded pipeline (Vp) can then be estimated as: 335 

𝑉𝑟 =
1

4
𝜋(𝐷𝑐

2 − 𝐷𝑛
2)𝐿 (7) 

𝑉𝑝 =
1

4
𝜋(𝐷0

2 − 𝐷𝑛
2)𝐿 (8) 

The volume expansion coefficient of the rust can be determined as: 336 

𝑘 =
𝑉𝑟
𝑉𝑝

=
𝐷𝑐

2 − 𝐷𝑛
2

𝐷0
2 − 𝐷𝑛

2 
(9) 

With Equations (5) and (6), Equation (4) can be rewritten as: 337 

∆𝑚 =
𝜋𝜌𝐿𝐷0

2

4(𝑘 − 1)
(2𝜀 + 𝜀2) 

(10) 



According to reference [48], the volume expansion coefficient of rust is a constant and is 338 

approximately equal to k = 2 for general corrosion. Thus, by assuming k = 2, Equation (10) can be 339 

rewritten as: 340 

∆𝑚 ≈
𝜋𝜌𝐿𝐷0

2

4
(2𝜀 + 𝜀2) 

(11) 

Equation (11) describes the relationship between the mass loss of the pipe and the strain 341 

measured from the distributed sensor. In other words, once the strain distribution is measured from 342 

the distributed sensor, the mass loss of the pipe can be estimated using Equation (11). Accordingly, 343 

Figs. 12 (a-d) plot the estimated mass loss results of the tested pipes obtained from the monitored 344 

strains using the distributed fiber optic sensors for P0 to P3 Groups, respectively. 345 
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(c) (d) 

Fig. 12. Calculation results of mass loss of the pipe specimens: (a) P0; (b) P1; (c) P2; and (d) P3. 346 

4.4.3. Calibration of corrosion expansion coefficient 347 

To validate the mass loss measurements using the distributed optic fiber sensors, Fig. 13(a) 348 

compares the estimated mass loss of pipes (average value of P1, P2 and P3) against the measured 349 

mass loss using the high-precision microbalance as a reference. The data are fit using a linear 350 

equation through a regression analysis. The obtained coefficient of determination (R2) is 0.994, 351 

indicating a good correlation. However, the slope of the fitting line is 1.799, meaning that there is 352 

a factor between the estimated mass loss using the distributed fiber optic sensors and the reference 353 

mass loss using microbalance. The factor can be attributed to the assumed value of k in Equation 354 

(13). 355 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 13. Comparison of measured and calculated mass loss of pipes when: (a) k = 2; (b) k = 1.556. 356 

According to the slope of 1.799 in Fig. 13(a), the k value needs to be revised to k = 1.556 for 357 

the specific laboratory tests performed in this paper. Accordingly, Equation (11) can then be 358 

rewritten as Equation (12) using k = 1.556 as: 359 

∆𝑚 ≈
𝜋𝜌𝐿𝐷0

2

2.224
(2𝜀 + 𝜀2) (12) 

By applying Equation (12), the mass loss is re-estimated and plotted in Fig. 13(b). The 360 

slope changed to 1.000, indicating that the proposed calibration method could provide reasonable 361 

evaluation of the mass loss of the pipe under corrosion. 362 

4.4.4. Accuracy 363 

With the corrosion assessment described using the mass loss of pipe (Δm) measured from the 364 

distributed sensors and high-precision microbalance, respectively, measurement error is defined 365 

based on mean absolute deviation [64], as described in Equation (13) below: 366 

Error =
1

𝑛
∑√(∆𝑚calculating,𝑖 − ∆𝑚fitting,𝑖)

2
𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(13) 

where n is the total number of data points; Δmcalculating,i is mass loss calculated using Equation (12) 367 
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based on the measurement of strain distribution from the distributed sensor; and Δmfitting,i is mass 368 

loss determined from the linear fitting as shown in Fig. 13(b).  369 

Fig. 14 shows the effects of coating thickness, spatial resolution, and deployment spacing on 370 

the accuracy of the proposed method for corrosion assessment. Fig. 14(a) shows the effect of 371 

coating thicknesses. As the coating thickness increased from 242 µm to 900 µm, there is only 372 

slight changes of error within 5%, meaning that the coating thickness does not significantly affect 373 

the accuracy. Therefore, fiber optic cables with a thick coating can be used to enhance the 374 

mechanical strength. Fig. 14(b) shows the effect of spatial resolution on the measurement error. It 375 

can be seen that as the spatial resolution changed from 0.65 mm to 20.8 mm, the error was 376 

approximately linearly increased from 0.110 g to 0.294 g, indicating that a fine spatial resolution 377 

benefits the measurement. Fig. 14(c) shows the effect of deployment spacing on measurement 378 

error. As the deployment spacing increased from 10 mm to 80 mm, the error was approximately 379 

linearly increased from 0.107 g to 0.343 g, indicating that a fine spacing could benefit the 380 

measurement. 381 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 14. Evaluation of measurement accuracy of mass loss due to corrosion under different: (a) 382 

coating thicknesses; (b) spatial resolutions; and (c) deployment spacings. 383 

While the measured strain distributions slightly changed with the coating thickness, the spatial 384 
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resolution and deployment spacing showed significant effects on the contours of corrosion and 385 

quantification of mass loss. It is recommended to use the following parameters for pipeline with 386 

an outer diameter of 25.4 mm as coating thickness of 900 µm, spatial resolution of 10.4 mm, and 387 

deployment spacing of 40 mm. Further research is needed for pipes with larger diameters.  388 

4.5. Corrosion Warning 389 

The mass loss of pipeline can be used to estimate the average corrosion rate (CR in mm/y = 390 

millimeter per year), as shown in Equation (14) [65]: 391 

𝐶𝑅 =
Δ𝑚 × 365 × 1000

𝐴𝑇𝐷
 (14) 

where Δm is the mass loss (g); A is the initial exposed surface area (mm2); T is exposure time 392 

(days); and D is density of metal (g/cm3). 393 

According to NACE SP0775-2018 [65], the average corrosion rate is “low” when CR is less 394 

than 0.025 mm/y; the average corrosion rate is “moderate” when CR is between 0.025 mm/y and 395 

0.12 mm/y; the average corrosion rate is “high” when CR is between 0.12 mm/y and 0.25 mm/y; 396 

the average corrosion rate is “severe” when CR is larger than 0.25 mm/y. Fig. 18 plots the change 397 

of CR over time. After the pipe was exposed to the sodium chloride solution for 3 days, the value 398 

of CR exceeded 0.25 mm/y, indicating a “severe” corrosion. Thus, a corrosion warning could be 399 

issued.  400 
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Fig. 15. Warning of pipeline corrosion condition based on the threshold of corrosion rate (CR). 402 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 403 

This paper introduces a real-time distributed pipeline corrosion monitoring method for 404 

detecting, locating, visualizing, and quantifying corrosion of pipeline using a single-mode 405 

telecommunication-grade fiber optic cable as a distributed fiber optic sensor. Laboratory 406 

accelerated corrosion experiments of steel pipes instrumented with different distributed sensors 407 

were conducted to investigate the effects of sensor package thickness, deployment pattern, and 408 

spatial resolution on corrosion assessment. An analytical model was developed and presented to 409 

correlate the measured strains with the mass loss of pipe under corrosion and utilized for 410 

quantification of corrosion. A threshold-based corrosion warning method is proposed for the 411 

pipeline corrosion management. The experimental results indicate that the developed method is 412 

promising for the real-time monitoring of pipeline corrosion without any influence on normal 413 

operation of pipeline.  414 

Based on the above investigations, the following findings can be drawn: 415 

• Corrosion of pipeline can induce strain change in distributed fiber optic sensor deployed 416 

on the surface of pipeline. As corrosion is developed, the tensile strain in distributed fiber 417 

optic sensor is increased. The strains measured from distributed fiber optic sensor can be 418 

used to detect corrosion on pipes. Strain distribution along a distributed fiber optic sensor 419 

can be used to locate corrosion on the pipe. With the correlation between distributed 420 

sensor length and position on the pipe, the strains measured from distributed fiber optic 421 

sensor can be used to locate and visualize corrosion on pipes.  422 

• The proposed meso-scale analytical model can be used to describe the dimensional 423 

changes in the course of pipe corrosion and elucidate the mechanisms of monitoring pipe 424 



corrosion using the distributed sensor. With the model, the strain measured from the 425 

distributed sensor can be used to quantify the mass loss of pipe due to corrosion. With the 426 

measurement results of mass loss of pipes, the rust expansion coefficient in the analytical 427 

model could be calibrated and enable reasonable predictions of mass loss using the strains 428 

measured from the distributed sensor. It is recommended to use 1.556 as the rust expansion 429 

coefficient (k) in future research and applications. Based on the capability of quantifying 430 

pipe corrosion, corrosion warning can be provided by the threshold of corrosion rate.  431 

• The strain measurement and corrosion assessment results are dependent on the coating 432 

thickness, spatial resolution, and deployment spacing of the distributed sensor. While the 433 

measured strain distributions slightly changed with the coating thickness, the spatial 434 

resolution and deployment spacing showed significant effects on the contours of corrosion 435 

and quantification of mass loss. It is recommended to use the following indexes for 436 

pipelines with 25.4-mm outer diameter as coating thickness of 900 µm, spatial resolution 437 

of 10.4 mm, and deployment spacing of 40 mm.  438 

Based on this paper, the following opportunities for future research are identified: 439 

• In this paper, the pipe specimens were placed in sodium chloride solution to accelerate the 440 

corrosion reactions. However, the corrosion behavior could be different from the 441 

corrosion of pipes exposed to air or soil. Further research is needed to test the performance 442 

of the proposed method and calibrate the rust expansion coefficient.  443 

• In real-life applications, the package of fiber optic cables and the adhesives used to install 444 

the fiber optic cables are subjected to degradation, thus compromising the service life of 445 

the distributed sensor. Further research is needed to investigate potential sensor 446 

degradation under realistic environmental conditions and plausible methods to improve 447 



the durability.  448 

• This study was focused on laboratory research and development using pipes with limited 449 

length and diameter. The performance of the proposed technology in real-life applications 450 

of large pipes remain unclear. Further research needs to be conducted to evaluate the 451 

performance and constructability of the proposed method. A life cycle cost assessment is 452 

needed to understand the economic impact of the distributed fiber optic sensors on 453 

intelligent management of pipelines.  454 
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